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Abstract 
The paper concerns the problem of how Bord classes in a metrizable space X can be lowered 
if one replaces the original topology of X by the topology induced by the meUic max{p,p -t } 
where p is a compatible quasi-metric on X. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
In [16] S. Romaguera nd S. Salbany posed the problem of when a quasi-metrizable 
space X can admit a compatible bicomplcte quasi-metric, i.e., a compatibie quasi-metric 
p such that the metric max{p,p - I } is complete. A characterization of those quasi- 
metrizable spaces that admit only compatible bicomplete quasi-metrics i given in [10]. 
It is shown in [5] that a metrizable space X admits a compatible bicomplete quasi-metric 
i f  and only if X is an absolute F,,6-set. It follows from [16, Theorem 3.7] that the ques- 
tion of when a quasi-metrizable space X admits a compatible bicomplete quasi-metric s
equivalent to the question of when there exists a compatible quasi-mettle p on X such 
that the space (X ,  max{p, p-J})  is completely metrizable, i.e., an absolute G6 set. The 
above remarks uggest the following natural problem: 
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When does a quasi-metrizable space X admit a compatible quasi-metric p such that 
(X, max{p, p-I}) is an absolute On-set (respectively J'=a-set)? 
We shall give an answer to this question for a metrizable X. In passing, we shall 
show that a subset A of a metrizable space X is of type O~+l (respectively }'c,+0 in 
X if and only if there exists a compatible quasi-metric p on X such that A is of type 
}'c~ (respectively ~a) in (X, max{p,p-I}); moreover, we can demand that p be such 
that the space (X, max{p, p- l}  ) is zero-dimensional and, in addition, if X is completely 
metrizable, we can choose p such that the metric max{p,p -I } is complete. We shall 
deduce a related result on the lowering of the class of a Borel mapping which will lead 
us to some set-theoretic problems connected with, e.g., Q-spaces. First of all, let us 
establish the app~priate rminology and notation. 
Given a collection .,4 of subsets of a set X,  denote by ,A,,, ~ and .Ac the collections 
of, respectively, all countable unions, all countable intersections and complements of
members of.A. Put Yo(.A) = O0(,A) = A and, for any nonzero rdinal ot < ~Vl, define 
[ [U.r<,~3r-t(.A)],~ when ot is even, 
Yo(A)  ). [UT< .~'.t(A)]~, when a is odd, 
and 
~(A)  = { [U=<,,~(.4)]~ when ~ is even, 
[U~<~a~(~)]~ when ~ is odd. 
If X is a topological space, we put br,~(X) and ~, (X)  to denote, respectively, the 
classes ,,~,~(~(X)) and Oc,(g(X)) where .,'r(X) is the collection of all closed subsets of 
X, while O(X) is the topology of X. Sometimes another system of arranging Borelian 
classes is useful. Namely, if o~ is even, the sets in ~, (X)  are of additive class a, while 
the sets in .,<'~(X) are of multiplicative class a; if a is odd, the sets ! i .~'ra(X) are of 
additive class a and those in ~c,(X) are of multiplicafive class a. 
A metrizable space X is an absolute ~,-set (respectively ~:a-set) if X is of type 
-~'a (respectively On) in every metrizable space containing X as a subspace (up to a 
homeomorphic embedding). It is well known that, for ot > l (respectively ct > 0), a 
metrizable space X is an absolute .,x'a-set (respectively g,~-set) if and only if X is of type 
• ~'c, (respectively 0R) in its completion or, equivalently, in some completely metrizable 
space containing X as a snbspace. 
A mapping f of a topological space X to a topological space Y is of Borelian class a 
if f -  i (V) is of additive class ot in X for every V E ~(Y). We shall denote by Bo (X, Y) 
the collection of all those maps of X to Y which are of Borelian class ct. We refer the 
reader, e.g., to [6,7,11,15] for more information about he Borel classification of sets and 
maps. 
A quasi-metric on a set X is a function p of X x X to the nonnegative r al numbers 
such that p(x, y) ~< p(x, z) + p(z, 9) for all x, g, z E X, and p(a,/j) = 0 if and only if 
a: = y. We shall denote by ~(X, p) the topology on X induced by the quasi-metric p,
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i.e., the topology having the collection of all p-balls 
B.( . ,~)  = {y E X: . (x,y)  < ~} 
as a base for the open sets. The words "the space (X,p)" will refer to X equipped with 
the topology i (X,  p). The conjugate p- t of the (~uasi-metric p is defined by p- i (x, y) = 
p(g,x) for all z,y E X. Then p-i  is also a quasi-metric on X and the function p* = 
max{p, p-i } is a metric on X. Obviously, t (x,  p*) is the coarsest topology on X which 
contains Of(X, p) O i (X ,  p-t). The quasi-metric p is called a strong quasi-metric on X 
if t (X,p)  C t (X ,p - ' ) .  
If p is a quasi-metric on a topological space X, then we shall say that p is a compatible 
quasi-metric on X if t (X,  p) coincides with the original topology of X. If the topology 
of X is induced by a quasi-metric p, we shall often use the symbols ~',(X,p) and 
tc,(X, p) to denote the classes .~-,~ (X) and Ic,(X), respectively. 
Basic facts concerning quasi-metrics are given in [3]. All the properties of metrizable 
spaces which we refer to can be found in [2]. 
Finally, recall that if T1 and T2 arc topologies on X, then (X,7~) is a cospoce of 
(X, 7~) if Ti C_ T2 and, for each x E X and for any closed neighbourhood V of x in 
(X,'K2), there exists a neighbourhood U of x in (X,7~) such that U c_ V and U is 
closed in (X, Tt) (cf. [1]). 
2. The results 
In what follows, X will denote a metrizable space whose topology is induced by a 
bounded by I metric d, unless otherwise stated. 
One of the fundamental theorems of classical descriptive set theory asserts that, for 
every Borel set B in a Polish space (X, 70, there exists a zero-dimensional Pofish 
extension T of the topology 7" such that B is clopen in (X, T): moreover, the topology 
• r can be chosen in such a way that the identity map idx : (X, 7") -+ (X, 7") is a Borel 
isomorphism ofpossibly low Bosel class strictly related to the Bosel class of B in (X, 7") 
(cf. [6,7,11,15]). The following proposition shows that, for a set B which is not of type 
F,7 in (X, T), the extension 7" cannot be of the form t(X,  p') where p is a compatible 
quasi-metric on (X, 7"). Clearly, in generA, the Polish space (X, T) is not a cospace of 
its Polish extension (X,'7-) because T need not be contained in ~m(X,T). 
Proposition 1. l f  p is a compatible quasi-metric on X, then: 
(1.1) ~ = max{p, d} is a compatible strong quasi-metric on X. 
(1.2) g(X,p*) = if(X,8*). 
(1.3) The spaces X and (X,p*) are of the same weight and, furthermore, X is a 
cospace of (X, p*). 
(I.4) t (X,p*)  C_ .;rl(X ) and. in consequence, the spaces X and (X,p*) have the 
same Borel sets. 
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Proof. To show (1.2), it is enough to observe that ~(X,6*) is the coarsest topolugy 
containing ~(X, d) U ~(X, p) U g(X, p -  ~ ) ---- ~(X, p) U f (X ,  p-  l ). Similar arguments 
are sufficient to show (1.1), but (1.1) was noticed in [5]. 
Property (1.3) follows from (1.1), (1.2) and [9, Theorem 4], while ( 1.4) is an immediate 
consequence of the fact that the bitopological space 
(X,~(X,p),~(X,p-')) 
is pairwise perfectly normal (cf. [12]). 
Our main results are based on the following lemmas: 
Lemma 2. Let 7t be a nonvoid discrete collection of closed subsets of X .  For any 
H E 7t and x, y E Y. define 
, , _ f d(~c,y) + I ~fyEHandx~H.  
pit ix, y) - ~ d(x, 9) oll~erwise. 
Put p = supHE$. / pH. Then: 
(2.1) The function p is a compatible strong quasi-metric on X.  
(2.2) All the sets H E 7L and the set C~ = X \ Ut~e.~H a~w clopen in (X,p*). 
Moreover, Cd( A, p * ) = t (  A, d) for  any A E "H U {G'~}. 
(2.3) I f  X is completely metrizable, so is (X,p*). 
Proof. Obviously, p is a quasi-metric on X. Since d ~< p, we have i (X )  ~ if(X, p). 
To show that g(X ,p)  C_ t (X ) ,  for a given x E X, choose a neighbourhood U E i (X )  
of z which meets at most one member of "H. Let Ho E 7-/be such that U (7 H = 0 for 
each H E ~ \ {H0}. If x c- Ha, then p(x,y)  = d(x,y)  for any y E U. If x ~ Ho then 
V = U \ H0 is a neighhourhood f x in t (X)  such that p(x, y) = d(x, y) for any y E V. 
This implies that i (X ,  p) c i (X) ,  which, together with (l.l), completes the proof of 
(2.0. 
To prove (2.2), suppose that x E A ~ ~ U {G'n} and that 0 < ~ < I. Then 
{yEX:  p*(x,y) < ~} c_ A; 
hence A is open in (X,p*).  As the collection 7-/U {C~} is a pail'wise disjoint open 
cover of (X, p'),  therefore all members of this cover are clopen in (X, p*). Clearly, if 
x, y E A E 7"/O {C-~), then p* (x, y) = d(x, y); thus ~(A, p*) = ~(A,  d). 
Since all closed and all open subspaces ofa completely metrizable space are completely 
metrizable, in order to show (2.3), it suffices to apply (2.2) and the fact that the free 
union of completely metrizable spaces is completely metrizable. [] 
A simple proof of the lemma given below will be omitted. 
Lenuna 3. Let H C X and, for n = l, 2 , . . . ,  let Pn be a boumled by 2 metric on X.  
For x, y E X .  define 
~. ,  p,~(x, y) 
p(x ,9 )=~ 2 n+l " 
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The following properties hold: 
(3. I) I f  all the spaces (X, p~) are completely metrizable, then ( X ,  p) is completely 
metrizable. 
(3.2) If there exists no such that H is open in (X.p~,,), then H is open in (X,p) .  In 
particular, if H is clopen in (X,p~,), then H is clopen in (X,p).  
Lemma 4. For n = I, 2, . . . .  let 74~ be a nonvoid discrete collection of closed subsets 
of X .  Let74 : [ . J~l  74n" Put 
P E p~ p,, = sup Pit and = 2~'~1' 
H6"H. n=l 
where Pit are defined as in Lemma 2. Then: 
(4.1) The fiowtion p is a compatible strong quasi.metric on X such that all the sets 
H 6 74 are clopen hi (X,p*). 
(4.2) l f  X is completely metrizable, so is (X ,p ' ) .  
(4.3) l f~  is a network for X ,  then 74 is a subbase for (X,p*). 
(4.4) I f  Tt is a network for X .  then the space ( X ,  p*) is zero-dimenstonal. 
Proof. Conditions (4A) and (4.2) follow from Lemmas 2 and 3. Condition (4.4) is an 
immediate consequence of (4.1) and (4.3). To show (4.2), take z=:.y pe.':'[five r~al number 
e < 1 and any z 6 X. Choose no 6 N such that ~=, , , ,+ l  I /2n < e/2. The set 
U= ycX:  ~ 2n~_ t < 
is open in X .  There exists a set V open in X such that x E V _c U and V meets at 
most one member of each 7"/n with n <~ no. We may assume that V f'l H = 0 if ~ ~ H 
and U 6 [.J,"Li 74,,. Let 74(a:) = {H ~ [.J~'t, "Ha: z 6 H}. There exists F • 74 such 
that :r 6 F C_ V. Put F = F M [7{H: H 6 3-/(z)} if 74(x) ~ 0, and F = F otherwise. 
It is easily seen that pn(a',;q) = pffl(:r,g) = d(:r,y) for any y 6 f f  and n ~< no. This, 
along with the inclusion F C U and the inequality S'~=.,,+l I /2  ~' < e/2,  implies that 
if" c_ {y • X: p*(z,y) < e}, which completes the proof. El 
Lemma $. For any sequence (An)~=l of closed subsets of X .  there eMsts a corapatible 
strong quasi-metric p on g such that: 
(5.1) the space (X, p*) is zero-dimensional; 
(5.2) i f  X is completely metri~ble, so is (X,p*);  
(5.3) all the sets A,~ am open in (X,p*). 
Proof. Let 74,~ be a discrete collection of closed sets in X such that 74 = [-J~=t 74- is 
a network for X.  Put 
~, , , ,  = {H n Am: n n Am # 0, H 6 "H,,} t3 {H • 74,: H M A,,  = O}. 
Then 74 = [.J~,,n=l 74 ..... serves as a a-discrete closed network for X such that each set 
A,n is a union of some members of ~ .  We can apply Lemma 4 to conclude Lemma 5. [3 
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The following is well known: 
Lemren 6. For any collection .4 of subsets of X and for any ordinal c~ < oal, we have 
B E 9%(A) (respectively B C ~,~(A)) if and only if there exists a countable collection 
.Ao C ,4 such that B 6 .~(.Ao) (respectively B E ~(.Ao)). 
Lemraa 7. Let 0 < c~ < w~. For any countable collection ..4 of closed subsets of X ,  there 
exists a compatible strong quasi-metric p on X which satisfies conditions (5.1)-(5.2) and 
has the following properties: 
(7.1) .,~'o(,A.) C f [U'~<'~v(X'P*)]'s when a is even, 
- [ [Uz,<c,~-,(X,P*)la when a is odd. 
{ [U~<oT~(x,p')]~ when ~ is eve., 
(7.2) ~(A~) c_ [U~<~Y~(X,p')]~ wl,en ~ is odd. 
Proof. In view ot Lemma 5, there exists a compatible strong quasi-metric p on X which 
satisfies (5.1)-(5.2) and has the property that .,4 c •(X,p*). Using a simple transfinite 
induction, we obtain (7.1) and (7.2). n 
Now, we are in a position to prove our main results. 
Theorem 8. For any subset 3 of X and any ordinal ~ < o)1, the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(8.1) B E Y:o+l(X) (respectively B ~ go+l(X)) .  
(8.2) There exists a compatible strong quasi-metric p on X which satisfies con- 
ditions (5.1)-(5.2) and has the properQ' that tt  E ~a(X,p*)  (respectively 
B e ~o(x,  p*)). 
(8.3) There exists a compatible quasi.metric p on X such that B E ~(X ,p* )  (re- 
spectively 13 c .To(X, p * ) ). 
Proof. To show that (8.1) implies (8.2), it is enough to apply Lemmas 6 and 7. The im- 
plication (8.2)=~(8.3) is obvious. That (8.3) implies (8.1) follows from Proposition I. [] 
The arguments above are sufficient o show the following 
Prolmsition 9. For any' ordinal c~ < wl and an)' countable collection A C ~,~+t(X) 
(respectively -4 c ~a+l (X)), there exists a compatible strong quasi-metric p on X which 
satisfies conditions (5. I)-(5.2) and has the property that .4 c_ go (X, p*) (respectively 
A C :F,~(X,p*));fitrthermore, if 
A 5 Yr~+~(X) r,9o+~ (x), 
we can detnand that 
A c_ J%(x,p*) n go(x,p') .  
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Now, we are going to state the promised result concerning absolute Borel sets. 
Theorem 10. For 1 <. c~ < ~vl (respectively 2 ~ a < w)), the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(lO.l) X is an absolute J:~+ I-set (respectively ~o+ I -set). 
(10.2) X admits a compatible strong quasi-metric p such that the space (X, p*) is 
zero-dimensional nd an absolute ~a-set (respectively Jr,-set). 
(10.3) X admits a compatible quasi-metric p such that the space (X, p*) is an absolute 
~-set  (respectively .~o-set). 
Proof. Let (X ,d)  be the completion of (X,d). Considering X as a subset of (X ,d )  
and making use of Theorem 8, we obtain that (10.1) implies (10.2). The implication 
(10.2)=~-(10.3) is obvious. 
Suppose that (10.3) holds. By Proposition I, we may assume that p is a strong quasi- 
mettle on X such that d ~< p ~< I on X × X. It was observed in [5] that p can be extended 
to a compatible strong quasi-metric ~ on an Fo+ subset A of (X, d); moreover. ~(A, 6*) C 
5rl(A,d ") by Proposition 1. This implies that i f (X,6*)  E g,~(A,J*) (respectively if 
(X,6*) c .T'o(A,~*)), then (X ,d)  E ~+l(X ,d)  (respectively (X ,d)  E ~,,+l(X,d)) ,  
which completes the proof. {2 
We are unable to give a satisfactory answer to the following question: 
If p is an arbitrary compatible quasi-metric on an absolute g,~ (respectively ~'~,) 
metrizable space X, what can be said about he absolute Borel class of (X,p*)? 
Let us set out a result on Borel maps which is an immediate consequence of Theorem 8
and Proposition 9. 
Theorem 11. Let Y be a second countable topological space. For every ordinal c~ < wt 
and every mapping f : X --+ Y,  the following conditions are equivalent: 
( i l . I )  f E 13~+I(X,Y). 
( I 1.2) There exists a compatible strong quasi.metric p on X which satisfies conditions 
(5.1)-(5.2) and has the property that f E Ba( (X ,  p*), Y) .  
(11.3) There exists a compatible quasi-metric p on X such that f E 13a((X,p*),Y). 
Using similar arguments, we can get the following: 
Proposition 12. Let a be au arbitrary countable ordinal. Suppose that (Y )~ l  is a 
sequence of  second countable topological spaces and that f i  E 13a+ l ( X ,  Yi) for  i = 
1,2 , . . . .  Then tbere exists a compatible strong quasi-metric p on X which satisfies 
conditions (5.1)-(5.2) and has the property that f ~ E 13a ( ( X ,  p* ), Yi ) for  i = 1, 2 . . . . .  
Let us note that, in the light of Proposition I, for every compatible quasi-metric p on 
X, the inclusion Ba ((X, p*), Y) C Bo+I(X, Y) always holds. However, the conditions 
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under which there exists a compatible quasi-metric p on X such that /~,+I(X,Y) = 
13a((X,p*), Y) are very restrictive. Indeed, if Y is a Iqausdofff space consisting of at 
least two distinct points, then the coarsest opology "F on X such that /~l (X, Y) C_ 
/ff0((X, T), Y) coincides with the discrete topology on X; on the other hand, it follows 
from Lemma 5 and [8, Theorem 2.2.10] that a metrizable space X admits a compatible 
quasi-metric p such that (X,p*) is discrete if and only if X is the countable union of 
closed discrete subspaces. This observation leads us to set-theoretic problems related 
to the question whether Theorem 11 can he extended to non-second countable Y's. 
Namely, if we would like to construct a counterexample showing that the implication 
(I 1.1)=~-(11.2) can be false for a nonseparable metrizable Y and for a = 0, we must 
find metrizable spaces X and Y such that, for some f C/31 (X, Y), the space f (X )  is 
nonseparable. Then f (X )  contains an uncountable discrete space D and we can find a 
subspace S of X such that/ IS is a one-to-one map of S onto D. Obviously, fi,5' E 
BI(S,Y) because f E /31 (X, Y). Suppose that the mapping / IS  witnesses that the 
assumption of t',~e second countability of Y is essential in Theorem 11, i.e., f lS  has the 
property that S noes not admit a compatible quasi-metric p such that fiB: (8, p*) ~ Y 
is continuous. Then the space S cannot be expressible as the countable union of closed 
discrete subspaces, but every subset of S is of type F,, in S and, in consequence, S is a 
Q-space (cf., e.g., [18, p. 718] and [14, pp. 211-212]). 
For a < wl, let us say that a metrizable space X is a Q~-space if every subset of 
X is of additive Borel class ~ + 1 in X, but there does not exist a compatible quasi- 
metric p on X having the property that every subset of X is of additive Borel class o~ 
in (X,p*). Observe that the notions of a Qo-space and a Q-space are identical. Clearly, 
if we suppose that there exists a Q~-space, then Theorem 11 cannot be extended to 
nonseparable metrizable Y's. We do not know whether the following statement implies 
the existence of a Qa-space: 
There are metrizable spaces X,Y  and a mapping f E B~+I(X,Y), such that 
there does not exist a compatible quasi-metric p on X with the property that f E 
6o((X,p') ,  Y). 
Our final theorem gives some answer to the above problem for separable Q,~-spaces. 
Theorem 13. For every nonnegative integer 'n, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(13.1) If m <<. n. there does not exist a separable Q~-space. 
(13.2) If X and Y are meo'izable spaces, then ever)" mapping f C/~n+l (X, Y) carries 
the separable subspaces of X onto separable subspaces of Y. 
(13.3) If m <~ n and if X, Y are metrizable spaces where X is separable, then, for 
every mapping f C Bm+j (X, Y), there exists a compatible quasi-metric p on 
X such that f C 13,.((X,p*),Y). 
Proof. The implication (13.1)=*.(13.2)can beproved by induction. Indeed, suppose, if 
possible, that there exists a mapping f of a separable metrizable space X to a metrizable 
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space Y such that f (X )  is nonseparable but f E Bn+2(X, Y). There exists an uncount- 
able subspaee ~ of X such that f (S )  is discrete and f lS  : X --~ f (S )  is one-to-one. Then 
every subset of S is of additive Borel class n+ 2 in S. If there do not exist separable Q,~- 
spaces whenever m ~< n + 1, then S admits a compatible quasi-metric p such that every 
subset of S is of additive Borel class n + 1 in (S, p*). Then f IS  ~ B,÷I ((S, p*), f (S) )  
and, by Proposition 1, the space (S,p*) is separable. If n = 0, then it is e~,~ily seen 
that the space (S,p*) is a Q-space. Now, assuming that n > 0 and that (13.1)=~.(13.2) 
holds for the integer n, we obtain that there exists a Q,,~-space for some m ~< 7t. The 
contradiction obtained proves that (13.1) implies (13.2). 
That 03.2) implies (13.3) follows from Theorem 1 I. The implication (13.3)~(13.1) 
is obvious. [] 
It is well known that if we assume Martin's Axiom and the negation of the Continuum 
Hypothesis, then there exists a separable Q-space (cf. [13] or [17, IV]). It follows from 
[4, Theorem 12] that if 2 ~ < 2 ~,  then there do not exist separable Q,~-spaees for any 
< wl. Accordingly, Theorem 13 shows that it is undecidable in ZFC whether the 
conclusion of Theorem I ! holds whenever ~ < ~, X is a separable metrizable space 
and Y is a metrizable space. 
In view of [4, Corollary 20], if every subset of a separable metrizable space X is 
Boral in X,  then there exists a countable ordinal c~ such that every subset of X is of 
additive Borel class o~. We do not know whether the existence of an uncountable s parable 
metrizable space each subset of which is Boral is equivalent to the existence of separable 
Q,~-spaces. Let us mention that Theorem 12 of [4] gives a number of conditions each 
one of which is equivalent to the existence of an uncountable separable metrizable space 
which contains no non-Borel subsets. For a given o~ < ~j,  it would be nice to find some 
other conditions equivalent to the existence of Q~-spaces. 
Remark 14. The authors continued their investigations started in this paper in "On o-- 
discrete Borel mappings via quasi-metrics", Czechoslovak Math. J. (to appear). 
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